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Introduction (1/4) 

Monitoring – Definition
• Monitoring is the built in mechanism to 

check that things are going to plan and 
enable adjustments to be made in a 
methodical way (Oxfam, 1995).

• Monitoring is a systematic and 
continuous assessment of progress of a 
piece of work over time (Save the 
Children, 1995).



Introduction (2/4)

Evaluation – Definition
• Evaluation is the assessment at one 

point in time of the impact of work and 
the extent to which stated objectives 
have been achieved (SCF, 1995).



Introduction (3/4)

Learning – Definition
• Reflective Learning is: ‘a process of 

critical analysis that questions 
assumptions, experiences and feelings to 
inform future action for improved 
performance’

• Learning should lead to corrections and 
adjustments



Introduction (4/4)
MEL is closely intertwined

R&D 
Projects

Monitoring

EvaluationLearning



Impediments to MEL of 
R&D Projects



Wrong Identification of Core Problem

• Arises due to inadequate problem analysis in 
terms of: 

Root causes
Effects of the core problem
• Inadequate key stakeholder consultation
Particularly the target group



Objectives are Poorly Developed



Indicators are Poorly Developed



The log-frame is poorly developed

The log-frame is the bedrock for MEL, but its 
construction continue to have considerable gaps:
1. In a number of cases, KPIs are not objectively 

verifiable
2. There is usually confusion between outcome 

and output indicators
3. The causal-effect relationship is sometimes 

absent
4. Assumptions are sometimes wrongly placed at 

various levels of the objective hierarchy





Inconsistency in the evaluation processes

Baseline
*Methods used

-Quantitative 
-Qualitative 

*Sampling issues 

-Sampling frame

-Sample sizes
*Key Performance Indicators

-Use of same indicators

-Use of same data collection 
tools

Midline
*Methods used

-Quantitative 
-Qualitative

*Sampling issues 

-Sampling frame

-Sample sizes
*Key Performance Indicators

-Use of same indicators

-Use of same data collection 
tools

Endline
*Methods used

-Quantitative 
-Qualitative 

*Sampling issues 

-Sampling frame

-Sample sizes
*Key Performance Indicators

-Use of same indicators

-Use of same data collection 
tools



Characteristics of an 
Effective MEL System



An Effective MEL (1/2)

Clear 
Objective

Clear 
Indicators

Baseline 
values

Target 
values

Data 
sources

Learning



An Effective MEL (2/2)

• Correct results are measured
• Results are documented and disseminated to 

all major stakeholders
• There is a deliberateness in identifying and 

planning for key learning events
• Implementation of evaluation 

recommendations is monitored and reported 
on



Conclusions

The idea of MELs has been on the table for decades, 
but gaps in its effective performance still persist

1. It is common for baselines not to be conducted, but 
midlines and endlines are insisted on

2. Poorly constructed log-frames without baseline 
values

3. The learning part is often not given much attention
4. Evaluations are often driven by financers hence they 

are rarely owned by governments
MEL is the missing link in effective performance of R&D 

and yet it continues to be given low priority or ignored


